《The Mysterious CEO》
122 'sMiss Lu, cooperate with us and hand over him to us. Otherwise,
you might get hurt also's

All the servants who were in their room, when they heard the alarm sound They
immediately took out their hidden guns and ran towards the living room.
Little Champ, who was solving his mathematical problems and all of sudden when
alarm sound echoed in the whole penthouse and he immediately got panic and stood
up and hugged Lu Lan tightly.
Even, Lu Lan wasn't able to understand how did this alarm sound echo in the whole
penthouse? She didn't know that there was any such system in their penthouse.
Lu Lan was confused, but she didn't pay attention to the alarm sound because Little
Champ was in her arms and he was badly shivering.
Little Champ heard this alarm sound three years back in Juan's villa on his birthday
when he had lost his parents.
That incident was flashing in the back of his mind again and he was clearly sweating
and shivering.

Lu Lan also panicked, but still, she was constantly comforting him "Baby, it's just an
alarm sound. Mommy is here. Nothing would happen. Don't be scared".
Lu Lan was constantly repeating the same sentence, again and again, to comfort him,
but still, he didn't stop shivering.
Soon, all the servants came to the living room and even Si Li's team who was standing
outside the penthouse came inside the penthouse through the back door, after sending
the message of danger to the men of their team who were hidden at the other locations
and they required fifteen minutes to reach here.
Instantly, Si Li's team and all the servants covered up Lu Lan and Little Champ.
Lu Lan was shocked when she saw guns in the servants' hands and she subconsciously
tightened the grip of her arm around Little Champ and asked in a high voice "What are
you guys doing? How did you get the guns? Who are you?"

"Madam, don't worry. Nothing will happen to you. Rest assured. Just stay around us"
Leader of Si Li's team calmly explained to Lu Lan. As Lu Lan and Little Champ were
already scared and even Lu Lan didn't know most of the things about Si Li. If Si Li's
team would tell her that they were in the danger then she would get scared and she
might do something reckless, which would only increase the problem.
Even caretaker of the penthouse calmly explained to her "Yes, Madam. Don't worry,
everything will be alright. We...".
However, before she could finish her sentence, Mo Jinnan's team came inside the
living room.
Soon, Mo Jinnan's team spread across the living room and they pointed their guns at
Lu Lan and Little Champ.
Si Li's team immediately covered up Lu Lan and Little Champ by the standing in a
circle and they were ready for the fight by pointing their guns towards Mo Jinnan's
team.
Si Li's team had only 30 people while Mo Jinnan's team had 100 people, but still, there
were no traces of fear on the face of Si Li's team for being defeated.
Lu Lan didn't understand what was happening?....
However, seeing that all the servants were protecting her and Little Champ, so she
stayed there and did as they said to her.
Soon, Mo Jinnan entered into the living room and walked towards Lu Lan and Little
Champ, however, Si Li's team stopped him by pointing their guns at him.
"I am not here to fight with you guys. I just want that child" Mo Jinnan used his chin
to point at Little Champ.
Lu Lan subconsciously covered Little Champ behind her and stood up and angrily
asked: "Mr Mo, what is the meaning of this?"
"Miss Lu, this child is a criminal. He had harmed my brother by team up with his
b*tch mother. He can also hurt you. It would be better for you to hand over him to us".
"What nonsenses are you spouting? Little Champ would never hurt me" Lu Lan
angrily shouted.
She couldn't believe that Little Champ would harm her.

Lu Lan started feeling prejudice against Mo Jinnan because Si Li also went along with
him, but now Mo Jinnan only was here.
What about Si Li?....
Where was he?...
Lu Lan started worrying about Si Li as well.
However, now first Lu Lan had to save Little Champ. She couldn't hand over him to
Mo Jinnan.
"Boys, get him" Mo Jinnan commanded to his team.
Lu Lan held Little Champ up in her arms and tightly hugged him. Traces of fear
clearly showed on her face. Even, Little Champ was shivering badly.
"Miss Lu, cooperate with us and hand over him to us. Otherwise, you might get hurt
also" Mo Jinnan gave final warning.
"Never, I will never give him to you," Lu Lan said and hugged him tightly.
Mo Jinnan's team slowly started moving towards Lu Lan and Little Champ.
Si Li's team was feeling defeating because Mo Jinnan's team surrounded them from
everywhere and if they started firing at Mo Jinnan's team then in reflection Mo
Jinnan's team would also start firing in which Lu Lan and Little Champ might get hurt.
They couldn't take that risk. Si Li's team main priority was to have Lu Lan and Little
Champ's safety.
"Mr Mo, Boss will not forgive you, if anything happens to Madam" Leader of Si Li's
team warned Mo Jinnan.
"That's what I am telling you. Hand over that child to me. I promise I won't hurt any of
you".
Mo Jinnan knew how Lu Lan was an important person in Si Li's life.
"No...I will never give him" Lu Lan immediately protested.

